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CAFC’s & USPTO’s ETCI-Patenting Fails Rationalizing Part of Supreme Court’s PE Requirement.
Sigram Schindler
TU Berlin & TELES Patent Rights International GmbH
www.fstp-expert-system.com

The CAFC’s1.a) FCBA conferences[565] show bestb) the actual evolvement of the by the US Supreme Court required US Substantive Patent Law (and its implied innovative ‘patent technology’[182]) ─ being, for the world’s
hitherto[569] most innovative society, the guideline into its future wealth, supervised by the Supreme Court.
The trailing words of the first paragraph gained a by the patent community totally unexpected (although
eventually really innovative) meaning, as the courts all over the world for a long time did not notice the
peculiarities of Emerging Technologies and their enormous impacts on any society, also the US one: The
Supreme Court was the first to therefore require a finer than the classic interpretation of SPL when applying it
to ETCIs ─ for disabling them to threaten the entire US NPS by their preemptivityc) and thus enabling increasing their patents’ robustness under SPL-satisfaction testing. This would incentivize investing human & financial resources into developing PE ETCIsd). This investment is absolutely key to the US society’s wealth.
In this just provided context are the following USPTO and CAFC statements of particular interest:



On day 1, Andrei Iancu’s invited presentation[565] comprised ─ among other items dealing with really substantive improvements in the USPTO’s everyday operations ─ 2 strategic aspects: Firstly, he reported about
intensive cooperation with the IP5e) that is crucial for achieving an internationally vastly identical SPL.
Secondly, he reported the broad acceptance of the USPTO’s 2019 PEG[504] in the US. Here he got (from the
auditory) a question starting with confirming that this new PE-guideline is excellent: It namely dramatically facilitates passing an ETCI’s PE test as comprising 90% of Alice’s PE specificationf). But then the questioner asked,
why this guideline is rationally mute (i.e. remains totally metaphysical) as to the remaining 10% of the meaning
of the Alice’s PE requirement that an ETCI must meet for being of this Supreme Court defined framework
based PE ─ which the examiner also had to test of this ETCI ─ and continued asking what the USPTO plans
for bridging this Rationality gap (in eliminating the PEG’s residual Metaphysics in its SPL-testing in favor of
Rationality, as of the FSTP-Test shown below). But, Andrei Iancu’s elaborate reply ─ although referring to other
interesting issues ─ didn’t answer this question. The ‘why’ became clear a few days later, with the 2019 October
PEG[566]: This 2019 PEG update doesn’t touch the PEG’s (approximately) 10% of Metaphysics for eliminating itg).

.a For all abbreviations/acronyms not defined in this short mail, yet nevertheless used therein, see[550,552] and earlier FSTP mails.
.b ─ as showing, especially, how tedious the US process of framework based PE consensus making evolves.
.c While the Supreme Court clearly recognized already by the end of the 90s the huge socioeconomic risks for the entire US NPS
implied by ‘high preemptivity’ of ETCIs ─ i.e. their “patent clustering” tendency[552] ─ and repeatedly publicly indicated them, especially
to the CAFC, eventually by its Alice PE specification. Recently these risks have been evidenced by DNA based ETCIs[495], socioeconomically soon becoming much more important than classic patents. Hitherto, neither the CAFC nor the USPTO has yet noticed these warningse).
.d This incentivation hence is not something obscure[558] ─ but by the Supreme Court in Mayo explicitly emphasized. This striving for the US
society’s wealth is just one of the set of legitimate socioeconomical concerns comprised by § 101 ─ namely: to be useful.
.e The Supreme Court’s ‘SPL framework initiative’, alias SPL ‘framework’, not only worldwide first recognized that ETCIs by their
potentially high preemptivity threaten to put any NPS into jeopardy, but also worldwide first provided a Solomonic PE specification eliminating this threat, thereby being minimally invasive[FSTP] into the freedom to invent as warranted by § 101.
Nevertheless this series of FSTP mails reports about the CAFC’s and USPTO’s developments in this area under the aspect of
their scientification. The author namely worked for years in the ‘International Standardization Organization, ISO’ environment on its key
projects in the ‘telecommunications’ as well as ‘mark-up’ areas, which are ticking quite similar as any other international harmonization body considering also commercial issues. These areas main difference to the international harmonization of SPL is that the
latter solves a clean cut scientific problem (of ‘Finite First Order Logic, FFOL’) ─ which will greatly simplify achieving, in a working
group like the ‘IP5’ of the largest 5 PTOs[569], a total consensus (even if enabling add-ons to the USPTO and the other 4 PTOs).
As known from the TCP/IP-, XML-, IFRS-, …-areas, this future US driven international SPL consensus ─ currently successfully promoted by Andrei Iancu’s ‘USPTO marketing’ efforts ─ will be based on the Supreme Court’s Solomonic framework decisions.
.f ─ i.e. by the 2019 PEG having upfront required any PE ETCI’s ‘must’: To embody an application. The earlier PE-guidelines always had ignored this requirement, in spite of this application’s meaning making-up 90% of the substantivity of Alice’s PE specification.
.g No judge or examiner noticed any PEG’s PE notion not caring for ETCIs’ preemptivityc) ─ in spite of its[480,495] and hence creating Metaphysics.
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The FSTP-Test.
mratCI:

(Meta)rational Claim Interpretation,
<external input::= mratCI in IDL, internal output ::= a COM(mratETCI)>
& begin
1) if [COM(ETCI) is factually E-complete˄-correct˄-definite˄{O-crC0n = (˄1≤kn≤Kn(E-crC0kn)˄ncrC0n),∀1≤n≤N} ˄ Σ1≤n≤N Kn=K] then go on;
2) if [{(O-inC0n, E-inC0kn) | ∀1≤n≤N ˄ 1≤kn≤Kn} are ex- or implicitly lawfully_disclosed] then go on;
3) if [O-crC0n is ex- or implicitly enablingly_disclosed, ∀1≤n≤N] then
output mratE-crCS = COM(mratETCI) & stop.
(Meta)Rational Claim Construction, mrat+ratCC:
<internal input::= COM(mratETCI), external output ::= COM(ratETCI)>
& begin:
4) if [COM(mratETCI) is mrat‘directed to an exceptional concept’, i.e. rat’comprises in the nPE TT0 an E-xcrC’] then go on;
5) if [COM(mratETCI) has mrat‘an application of …’, i.e. rat’an application that uses a TT0 without modifying it’] then go on;
6) if [COM(mratETCI) is mrat‘transforming the nature of the claim’, i.e. rat‘transforming the nPE claim of TT0 into the PE ETCI’] then go on;
7) if [COM(mratETCI) is mrat’significantly more than ...’, i..e. rat’E-crCSETCI\TT0 basically independent of E-crCSTT0] I input COM(RSmrat) ::= Φ and go on;
8) if [COM(mratETCI) has a ratdefinable A/N-Matrix over RS] then go on;
………………………………………..
9) if [COM(mratETCI) has a ratnon-cherry-picking creative height, crH ≥ 2)] then
I
output ‘COM(ETCI)rat is PA’ & stop;
Mathematical Claim Construction, matCC:
<internal input::= COM(ratETCI), external output ::= COM(matETCI)>
& begin:
4’) if [E-xcrCSTT0 ≠ Φ+] then go on;
5’) if [(TT0scope(E-crCSETCI)  scope(E-crCSTT0)) ˄ ((( E-crC° ETCI\TT0) ˄ ( E-crC°° TT0)) : E-crC° | E-crC°°)] then go on;
6’) if [( E-crC*  E-crCSETCI\TT0) ˄ (∄ E-xcrCE-crCSETCI\TT0)] then go on;
7’) if [E-crC* ≇ E-crCSTT0] …………………………………………………………………….……………………I input COM(RSmat) ::= Φ and go on;
8’) if [∀i,n,k∃Δi,n,k ∷= if (E-crCink = E-crC0nk) ‘A’ else ‘N’ is mathematically definable] then go on;
9’) if [crH ::= ∑1≤n≤N (min∀i[1,I] I{<Δi,n,1=’N’, ...., Δi,n,Kn=’N’>}I )≥2] then
I
output ‘COM(ETCI)mat is PA’ & stop;

Legend: The FSTP-Test in ISL notation with CC in (m)ratKR& matKR, and the ETCI’s factually&legally necessary&sufficient 9 testo’s for satisfying PE & SPL.

The notionally equivalent mratCC ≡ ratCC in test4)-7) ─ the left and right side of their “i.e.” ─ evidently stand for what
their Alice namings tell. Note that test4 is part of the Rationality in the USPTO’s 2019 PEG, just as test5 (though the
notion of ‘application’ is therein only incompletely interpreted), while its Rationality is mute about mrat/rat/mattest6-7, if the
ETCI ‘as a whole’ is to be PE-tested even mrat/rat/mattest6-9 . If test6-7 were left in Metaphysics it would be absolutely
impossible to rationally show that the ETCI meets Alice’s PE specification. For the preceding mrat-to-ratmapping in the
FSTP-Test and for its mapping the ratnamings onto ISL expressions of matE-crCs in test4’-7’ (resp. in test4’-9’) see the next lines.
On day 2, the first & second panels[565], both with several CAFC judges, touched (without knowing) several more
problems discussed during the early years of Advanced IT alias System Design, i.e. in the 70s. While then
understood as being typical for IT, today such reasoning is seen as cognition theoretical clarification of quite
practical intricacies of thinking about SPL in the large. Of them only 2 themes are here briefly commented.
●Firstly, as any ETCI is inevitably defined on top of a model, there is no universal meaning of the notion
‘evidence’ of something’s property: I.e., this metaphysical ‘evidence’ of a property of something is rationally
meaningful only over this something’s model. Practically this nonexistence of a universal meaning ‘evidence’
is totally irrelevant ─ but is important to understand for approving the above mappings applied within the FSTPTest. These mappings transforming thinking from Metaphysics into Rationality/Mathematics are in this sense
evident (over their models) as they are there totally transparent ─ although not trivial and remaining metarational, as it always occurs in rationalization of something originally metaphysical, e.g. the natural numbers.
●Secondly, one of the federal judges complained, and no other judge disagreed, that the CAFC has no clear
understanding of what the notion of PE means that the Supreme Court requires. This problem has 2 causes:
The CAFC erred already before the framework disaster by assuming that literalistic claiming is superior to
the Supreme Court’s claiming2.a), and for decoding the Supreme Court’s framework requirement statements
it simply didn’t have enough historic paradigm shift know-how.
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J. Duffy explained in[314] the ‘naïve’ ●)‘outer-shell’ (alias ‘peripheral’) and ‘literalistic’ claiming, which in IT (since the 70s) would have been
called ‘professionally’ ●)‘specification level described’ resp. ‘implementation level described’ claiming, with specifications usually being
declarative, i.e. non-procedural, while implementations usually are procedural. Thereby the Supreme Court historically and the CAFC
initially used the first interpretation, but then the CAFC erroneously felt to be more precise when claiming literally. This is grossly wrong:
Alice’s declarative PE-specification describes the ETCI’s necessary & sufficient properties for being PE, while the initial CAFC’s & USPTO’s
procedural ‘2-step PE’ test checks only an ETCI’s sufficient PE condition ─ evidently being nonsense, as only necessary properties are indispensably needed in an ETCI’s PE-test (as noticed also by HP[558]). Alone this failure causes the CAFC’s legal errors explained in[552].
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